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In contrast to the abundant data on the neutral-neutral reactions, little is known about the ion-molecule
reactions involving silicon ions. A detailed mechanistic study at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) and CCSD(T)/6-
311+G(2df,p) (single-point) computational levels was reported for the reactions of SiCN+/SiNC+ with a
series ofσ-bonded molecules HX (X) H, CH3, F, NH2). Together with the recently studied SiCN+/SiNC+

+ H2O reactions, all of these reactions have nucleophilic substitution as their major pathway. Insertion is a
much slower reaction. By contrast, the known atomic Si+ and C2N+ ion-molecule reactions go by insertion.
Generally, the initial gas-phase condensation between SiCN+/SiNC+ and HX (except the nonionic H2)
effectively forms the adduct HX...SiCN+/HX...SiNC+. The stability of the adduct increases with the electron-
donating ability of X. Even at low temperatures, reactions with the electron donors NH3, H2O, and HF proceed
rapidly to generate the fragments SiX+ + HCN (dominant) and SiX+ + HNC (minor). This suggests that
such reactions may be useful in the synthesis of novel Si-X bonded species. However, the reactions of
SiCN+ with completely saturated CH4 and H2 produce fragments only at high temperatures, and SiNC+ may
even be unreactive. The calculated results may be helpful for understanding the chemistry of SiCN-based
microelectric and photoelectric processes in addition to astrophysical processes in which the [Si,C,N]+ ion is
involved. The results can also provide useful mechanistic information for the analogous ion-molecule reactions
of the monovalent silicon-bearing ions.

1. Introduction

Gas-phase reactions involving silicon-containing ions are
important in severral processes, for example, the fabrication of
microelectric and photoelectric materials. The reactions of
silicon-bearing ions with environmental gases or dopants
(usually in minute amounts) such as H2O and NH3 are also of
interest. Up to now, the ion-molecule chemistry of some
smaller ionic species such as atomic Si+ (with CH4, NH3, H2O,
H2, HCl, H2S, C2H6, C2H4, C2H2, C6H6, CH2CCH2, CH3CCH,
and C4H2),1-7 SiH+ (with NH3),8 and SiH3

+ (with NH3, C2H4)9,10

have been studied experimentally. It has been found that these
reactions produce a wide variety of silicon-bonded species. The
kinetics of more complex silicon-related reactions has received
little attention. Although neutral-neutral reactions involving Si-
species have been extensively studied,11-27 theoretical investiga-
tions for the reactions of Si-bearing ions are relatively few.1,28

Usually, the reaction mechanism of silicon-bearing species has
been considered to be similar to those of the carbon analogues
despite some quantitative discrepancies. One example is the
singlet silylene (SiH2). The first theoretical study for its reactions
with s-bonded systems HX can be dated to as early as 1984.27d

Several studies have focused on the insertion reaction producing
H3SiX10,27similar to those for the singlet CH2. Only from 2001
have the other reactions such as H2-elimination leading to HSiX
+ H2 come into consideration. For the simplest monovalent Si-
radical, SiH, only the insertion reaction has been studied.12,13

Recently, we have been interested in the silicon-containing
cation, [Si,C,N]+, which contains all heavy atoms. It can be
produced during the chemical vaporization decomposition

(CVD) processes of SiCN films and can further react with
minute gaseous molecules such as hydrocarbons. The [Si,C,N]+

ion might also be related to the astrophysical chemistry.
Recently, the silicon chemistry in space has received increasing
attention. It has been shown that the depletion of silicon in space
is just slighter less than those of C, N, and O.29 It is believed
that with more spectroscopic data available, more silicon-bearing
species could be detected. Recently, the first nonhydrogenated
ternary silicon-bearing radicals SiCN and SiNC have been
detected in space.30 More complex molecules such as [H,Si,C,N]
(with HSiCN, HSiNC, and HCNSi isomers)31 and [H3,Si,C,N]
(with H3CNSi, H3SiCN, and H3SiNC isomers)32 have also been
characterized in laboratory. Upon electron impact-induced
ionization or radiation, these SiCN-containing species could
generate [Si,C,N]+. The reactions of the [Si,C,N]+ ion with
stable molecules then can form new silicon-bonded species. The
analogous C2N+ ion has been extensively studied,33-38 for which
the carbene insertion is the major pathway when it reacts with
σ-bonded systems. To the best of our knowledge, only the
structures and energetics of SiCN+ and its isomeric form SiNC+

have been previously studied.39

Recently, we initiated a preliminary theoretical study on the
SiCN+/SiNC+ + H2O reactions.40 The results indicated that the
1,2-H-shift (associated with “silylene insertion”) is of little
importance. Instead, the reactions most feasibly undergo the 1,4-
H-shift followed by the final dissociation to HOSi+ + HCN
(major) and HOSi+ + HNC (minor). Moreover, the-NCT-
CN conversion is very easy. In the present paper, we extend
the study of the ion-molecule reactions of SiCN+/SiNC+ with
a series ofσ-bonded molecules H2, CH4, HF, and NH3, which
are important gaseous species in CVD environments and have
all been detected in space. Particularly, NH3 and HF both possess
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lone pairs as H2O does, whereas H2 and CH4 are archetypes of
lone pair deficient molecules. We want to know (1) whether
the title reactions have the insertion as their major pathway
similar to those of neutral monovalent SiH radical, atomic Si+,
and analogous C2N+ ion and (2) what kind of silicon-bonded
species the reactions can lead to. By means of a detailed search
for possible reaction pathways, a distinct mechanism other than
that for the reactions of atomic Si+ and neutral SiH is revealed
in the present paper.

2. Theoretical Methods

All calculations are carried out using Gaussian 03 program
packages.41 The geometries of all the reactants, products,
intermediates, and transition states are optimized using hybrid
density functional B3LYP method with the 6-311G(d,p) basis
set. Frequency calculations are performed at the same level to
check whether the obtained stationary point is an isomer or a
first-order transition state. To confirm that the transition state
connects designated intermediates, we also perform intrinsic
reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations at the B3LYP/6-311G-
(d,p) level. In addition, the energies of all species are refined at
the CCSD(T)/6-311+G(2df,p) level using the B3LYP/6-311G-
(d,p)-optimized geometries. These are denoted as single-point
CCSD(T)/6-311+G(2df,p)//B3LYP6-311G(d,p) energies. The
B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) zero-point vibrational energies (ZPVE) are
also included. Finally, to test the reliability, the more composite
Gaussian-3//B3LYP/6-31G(d) method (based on a series of
single-point energy calculations) is preformed on some critical
structures for the SiCN+/SiNC+ + HF reactions.

3. Results and Discussions

The results of the SiCN+/SiNC+ + H2O reactions40 are also
included for systematic discussion. For the five model ion-
molecule reactions SiCN+/SiNC+ + HX (X ) H, CH3, F, OH,
NH2), the schematic possible reaction pathways are depicted in
Figures 1-5, respectively. The barriers of the relevant pathways

are shown in Table 1. For each reaction, the energy of the
reactant SiCN+ + HX is set to zero for reference. Unless
otherwise specified, the energies are referred to as CCSD(T)/
6-311+G(2df,p)//B3LYP/6-311G(d,p)+ZPVE (simplified as
CCSD(T)//B3LYP) values. The symbolTSm/n is used to denote
the transition state connecting the isomersm andn. Moreover,
to test the reliability of the CCSD(T)//B3LYP results, we
performed Gaussian-3//B3LYP/6-31G(d) calculations (simplified
as G3//B3LYP) for critical structures of the SiCN+/SiNC+ +
HF reactions. For simplicity, only the main features of the
reactions are presented in the context. The other information is
collected in supporting materials.

3.1 Association.The [Si,C,N]+ ion has two isomeric forms
SiNC+ and SiCN+ with the latter 11.5 kcal/mol higher. On one
hand, the nucleophilic attack should a priori take place at the
terminal Si-atom with the localized positive charge (i.e., 1.16e
for SiNC+ and 1.12e for SiCN+). On the other hand (see Scheme
1), the Si-atom of the [Si,C,N]+ ion has one electron lone pair
orbital (HOMO) and two degenerateπ-bonded vacant orbitals
(LUMO) and can easily interact with the electron donors such
as NH3, H2O, and HF. Consequently, the long-range electrostatic
and donor-acceptor interaction can barrierlessly lead to the
ion-molecule adduct HX...SiY+ (Y ) -CN and-NC). The
thermodynamic stability of HX...SiY+ relative to the reactant
SiY+ + HX is -58.9, -45.4, -19.2, -15.6, and-3.6 kcal/
mol for Y ) -CN and-51.4,-39.0,-16.1,-10.3, and-1.6
kcal/mol for Y) -NC, respectively. The stability of the adduct
decreases in the order of X) NH2 > OH > F > CH3 > H,
which is consistent with the decreased electron-donating ability
of X. Surely, reaction with the strongest electron donor NH3

results in the greatest stabilization for the adduct, whereas that
with H2 has negligible stabilization because of the absence of
lone pair and charge center. The relative stability of HX...SiY+

for Y ) -CN is higher than that for Y) -NC, which can be
interpreted by the respective LUMO energies-0.40245 and
-0.37952 au (the lower value means the higher ability to accept
electrons).

Figure 1. Schematic pathways for the SiCN+/SiNC+ + H2 reaction. Relative energies are calculated at the CCSD(T)/6-311+G(2df,p)//B3LYP/
6-311G(d,p)+ZPVE level.
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3.2 Isomerization, Dissociation, and Reaction Mechanism.
Let us discuss further evolution of the initially formed ion-
molecule adduct HX...SiY+ (Y ) -CN and-NC). On the basis
of the schematic pathways of the five model reactions in Figures
1-5, we can deduce that generally there are four kinds of
processes, namely,-CNT-NC conversion, 1,4-H-shift (form-
ing XSiYH+), 1,3-H-shift (forming SiX+ + HY), and 1,2-H-
shift (forming XSiHY+). The-CNf-NC conversion barriers
are of the averaged value 12 kcal/mol, while the-NCf-CN
values are almost constant as 18 kcal/mol (see Table 1).
Generally, for the HX...SiY+ adduct, the-CNf-NC inter-
conversion is the most feasible of the four processes. The
exception is HF...SiNC+, for which the-NCf-CN barrier

(18.4 kcal/mol) is slightly higher than the corresponding 1,4-
H-shift barrier (17.0 kcal/mol). For the analogous C2N+ + H2O
reaction,37 the respective-CNf-NC and-NCf-CN barriers
are very large as 46.7 and 45.2 kcal/mol. The sharp discrepancy
can be ascribed to the fact that the HXCY+ adduct has CY
double-bonding character, whereas the HX...SiY+ adduct has
no or very weak such character. This is understandable because
silicon is reluctant to form multiple bonding while carbon prefers
to form multiple bonding.

The 1,4-H-shift step is generally more competitive than the
1,3-H-shift step with two exceptions SiCN+ + H2 and SiCN+

+ CH4. Noticeably, (i) the 1,2-H-shift process, which is

Figure 2. Schematic pathways for the SiCN+/SiNC+ + CH4 reaction. Relative energies are calculated at the CCSD(T)/6-311+G(2df,p)//B3LYP/
6-311G(d,p)+ZPVE level.

Figure 3. Schematic pathways for the SiCN+/SiNC+ + HF reaction. Relative energies are calculated at the CCSD(T)/6-311+G(2df,p)//B3LYP/
6-311G(d,p)+ZPVE level.
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associated with the “silylene insertion”, has the highest barrier
of all the considered species and (ii) the 1,2-H-shift barrier for
Y ) -NC is somewhat higher than that for Y) -CN. Both
points can be explained by the adiabatic singlet-triplet energy
gaps (∆ES-T), which is considered here as a rough criterion for
the insertion ability when one of the lone pair electrons is
promoted to the vacant orbital. The∆ES-T values for SiCN+

and SiNC+ are rather large as 68.07 and 70.71 kcal/mol,
respectively, at the B3LYP/6-311G(d) level. Such a large energy
gap makes the H-atom shifted to the faraway atoms (1,4- or

1,3-H-shift) rather than to the neighboring atom (1,2-H-shift)
(for point i). Also, the larger∆ES-T value means the lower
insertion stability (for point ii). The unfavorable silylene
insertion for the SiY+ + HX reactions contrasts sharply to the
C2N+ + H2O/H2S reactions for which the carbene insertion is
the major pathway.37,38 The respective B3LYP/6-311G(d)
DES-T values for CCN+ and CNC+ are as low as 30.20 and
42.00 kcal/mol.

For all the considered reactions, the 1,4-H-shift step is the
most feasible for HX...SiNC+ 4, irrespective of the cyano

Figure 4. (a) Schematic pathways for the SiCN+ + H2O reaction. Relative energies are calculated at the CCSD(T)/6-311+G(2df,p)//B3LYP/6-
311G(d,p)+ZPVE level. (b) Schematic pathways for the SiNC+ + H2O reaction. Relative energies are calculated at the CCSD(T)/6-311+G(2df,p)//
B3LYP/6-311G(d,p)+ZPVE level.
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exchange. The corresponding transition stateTS4/6 is energeti-
cally lower than all the transition states for HX...SiCN+ 1. Thus,
the dominant reaction scheme forR SiCN+ + HX follows that
of R′ SiNC+ + HX via the easy-CNf-NC conversion.

Starting fromR andR′, the respective most feasible pathways
toward fragmentation can be written as

Path R(X): SiCN+ + HXfHX...SiCN+ 1fHX...SiNC+

4fXSiNCH+ 6fP1 SiX+ + HCN

Figure 5. (a) Schematic pathways for the SiCN+ + NH3 reaction. Relative energies are calculated at the CCSD(T)/6-311+G(2df,p)//B3LYP/6-
311G(d,p)+ZPVE level. (b) Schematic pathways for the SiNC+ + NH3 reaction. Relative energies are calculated at the CCSD(T)/6-311+G(2df,p)//
B3LYP/6-311G(d,p)+ZPVE level.
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Path R′(X): SiNC+ + HXfHX...SiNC+ 4fXSiNCH+

6fP1 SiX+ + HCN.
Both reactants most feasibly lead to the same productP1 SiX+

+ HCN in major amounts.
The second lowest-energy transition state for HX...SiNC+ 4

is TS4/P2 (1,3-H-shift) which is associated with productP2 SiX+

+ HNC. However, competition of the 1,4- or 1,3-H-shift
processes of HX...SiCN+ 1 must be considered. For HX...SiCN+

1, the lowest-energy transition state for X) F, OH, and NH2

is 1,4-H-shift TS1/3 (at -6.0, -22.1, and-16.1 kcal/mol,
respectively) leading toP2 SiX+ + HNC via HXSiCNH+ 3,
while that for X ) H and CH3 is 1,3-H-shiftTS1/P1 (at 18.7
and 14.7 kcal/mol, respectively) leading toP1 SiX+ + HCN.
These transition states are energetically very close toTS4/P2

(at -8.3, -23.5, -16.3, 22.2, and 14.9 kcal/mol for X) F,
OH, NH2, H, and CH3, respectively). For X) H, the 1,4-H-
shift TS1/3 (at 20.3 kcal/mol) leading toP1 SiX+ + HCN or
P2 SiX+ + HNC should also be included. Altogether, the second
most feasible product for both reactions is eitherP2 SiX+ +
HNC or P2 SiX+ + HNC plus P1 SiX+ + HCN in minor
amounts.

As a result, the overall reactions can be expressed as SiCN+/
SiNC+ + HXfSiX+ + HCN(major)/HNC(minor), pointing to
a group exchange (X and-CN or -NC) between the reactants.
Thus, the reactions formally correspond to the “nucleophilic
substitution” mechanism. Specifically, the reactions of SiCN+/
SiNC+ with strong electron donors NH3, H2O, and HF can easily
take place even at low temperatures because the involved
intermediates and transition states of the relevant pathways
forming the major and minor products are all lower in energy
than the reactants (for SiNC+ + HF reaction, the lowestTS4/6
is just 0.9 kcal/mol above the reactant) (see Figures 3-5).

However, the situation for the reactions of SiCN+/SiNC+ with
completely saturated CH4 and H2 is quite different. The SiNC+

+ CH4/H2fSiCH3
+/SiH+ + HCN reactions have to overcome

very large barriers of 21.3/19.3 kcal/mol (viaTS4/6) and are
unlikely to take place. Yet the SiCN+ + CH4/H2fSiCH3

+/SiH+

+ HCN reactions can proceed at high temperatures with much
smaller barriers 9.8/7.8 kcal/mol (viaTS4/6). At low temper-
atures, there exists a route for the barrierless SiCN+fSiNC+

conversion: SiCN+ + CH4fHCH3...SiCN+fHCH3...SiNC+f
SiNC+ + CH4, in which CH4 acts as a gaseous organic catalyst.

Let us make comparative discussions between various
computational levels (see Supporting Information). First, for the
presently studied SiCN+/SiNC+ + HX (X ) H, CH3, F, NH2)
reactions which contain a total of 152 species (reactants, isomers,
and transition states), the agreement between the B3LYP/6-
311G(d,p) and CCSD(T)/6-311+G(2df,p) results is reasonable
with the averaged absolute difference 2.37 kcal/mol. The
-CNT-NC conversion and nitrene and carbene-insertion
processes usually have large differences. In particular, the
nitrene-insertionTSR/7, isomer FN(H)CSi+ 7, and carbene-
insertionTSR′/8 for the SiCN+/SiNC+ + HF reaction have the
largest differences as 9.9, 10.0, and 11.7 kcal/mol, respectively.
Fortunately, the two processes are not important for the reactions
of SiCN+/SiNC+. Second, we are concerned with the influence
of the zero-point vibrational energies (ZPVE) on the relative
energies. The averaged absolute∆ZPVE values for the 152
species are 1.81 kcal/mol. The large values 8.4, 7.7, and 9.4
kcal/mol are associated with the nitrene-insertion isomer HN-
(H)CSi+ 7, carbene-insertion isomer HC(H)NSi+ 8, and donor-
acceptor adduct H3NCNSi+ 13, respectively. In addition, the
relative stability of the transition states for the reactions of
SiCN+/SiNC+ with NH3, HF, and CH4 is generally increased
upon ZPVE inclusion, whereas that for the reactions of SiCN+/
SiNC+ with H2 is decreased. Also, the relative stability of the
intermediate isomers for the reactions of SiCN+/SiNC+ with
NH3, HF, and H2 is generally decreased. The ZPVE correction
even reverses the energy order of the productsP1 H2NSi+ +
HCN andP3 HNCNSi+ + H2 for the SiCN+/SiNC+ + NH3

reaction. At the CCSD(T)/6-311+G(2df,p)//B3LYP/6-311G(d,p)
level,P3 (-48.1) lies slightly aboveP1 (-50.1). Yet after ZPVE
correction,P3 (-53.1) lies slightly belowP1 (-50.4).

Third, the more composite G3//B3LYP calculations are
carried out on some critical structures for the model reaction
SiCN+/SiNC+ + HF to test the reliability of the CCSD(T)//
B3LYP results. For the 14 species1a (-19.2,-18.7), 1b (-19.7,
-19.2), 4a (-27.4,-26.5), 4b (-27.6,-26.7), TS1a/1b (-18.7,
-17.9), TS1a/2 (23.8, 23.7), TS1a/4a (-9.2, -8.4), TS1b/P1

(1.9, 1.7), TS1b/3 (-6.0, -6.0), TS1b/4b (-9.2, -8.3), TS4a/
4b (-27.1,-26.0), TS4a/5 (18.7,18.8), TS4b/P2 (-8.3,-8.2),
and TS4b/6 (-10.6, -10.5), we can find that the relative

TABLE 1: The Barriers (in kcal/mol) for the -CNT-NC Conversion, 1,4-Shift, 1,3-H-Shift, and 1,2-H-Shift Processes of the
Adduct HX...SiY+ a

Y ) -CN Y* ) -NC

X ) H X ) CH3 X ) F X ) OH X ) NH2 X ) H X ) CH3 X ) F X ) OH X ) NH2

-CNT-NC 8.9 11.7 10.5 13.7 14.3 18.4 17.9 18.4 18.8 18.3
10.9 18.4

1,4-H-shift 23.9 34.0 13.7 23.3 42.8 20.9 31.6 17.0 24.2 39.8
13.2 16.2

1,3-H-shift 22.3 30.3 21.6 30.7 48.7 35.3 36.7 19.3 27.0 46.6
20.9 18.5

1,2-H-shift 58.4 53.1 43.5 48.4 53.1 65.5 62.8 46.3 48.7 55.6
42.4 45.3

a Relative energies are calculated at the CCSD(T)/6-311+G(2df,p)//B3LYP/ 6-311G(d,p)+ZPVE and Gaussian-3//B3LYP/6-31G(d) (in italics)
levels.

SCHEME 1: Nucleophilic Attack and Silylene Insertion
Process
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energies at the G3//B3LYP level (in italics) are in excellent
agreement with those at the CCSD(T)//B3LYP level. Conse-
quently, as listed in Table 1, the G3//B3LYP barriers (10.9, 13.2,
20.9, and 42.4 kcal/mol via TS1b/4b, TS1b/3, TS1b/P1, and
TS1a/2, respectively) for the-CNT-NC, 1,4-shift, 1,3-H-shift,
and 1,2-H-shift processes of the adduct HF...SiCN+ are very
close to the corresponding CCSD(T)//B3LYP values (10.5, 13.7,
21.6, and 43.5 kcal/mol). Similarly, for the HF...SiNC+ adduct,
the G3//B3LYP barriers (18.4, 16.2, 18.5, and45.3 kcal/mol
via TS1b/4b, TS4b/6, TS4b/P2, andTS4a/5, respectively) for the
three processes are also very close to the corresponding CCSD-
(T)//B3LYP values (18.4, 17.0, 19.3, and 46.3 kcal/mol).
Moreover, for the SiCN+/SiNC+ + H2O reactions, it was found
that both the structural parameters and relative energies at the
CCSD(T)//B3LYP level are generally in good agreement with
those at the CCSD(T)//MP2 level.40 Therefore, the present
CCSD(T)//B3LYP results for the SiCN+/SiNC+ + HX reactions
are expected to provide reliable prediction for future experi-
mental investigations.

3.3 Laboratory and Astrophysical Implications. One
worthwhile result reported here is that the ion-molecule
reactions of SiCN+/SiNC+ have nucleophilic substitution rather
than silylene insertion as their major pathway. Although silicon
differs greatly from carbon in the s,p-hybridization ability, it
has been usually considered that monovalent or divalent silicon
species will still show insertion behavior towardσ-bonded
species as carbon species behave. In fact, not until recently23-26

have the other pathways of SiH2 with σ-bonded species other
than insertion been taken into consideration. This may partially
explain the limited theoretical investigations for the reactions
of silicon-containing ions. However, the present results for the
reactions of SiCN+/SiNC+ with five model HX molecules
clearly show that the significantly decreased insertion ability
even changes the reaction mechanism. The present computa-
tional study may be the first systematic study for the reactions
of the Si-bearing ions that comprise three heavy atoms.

In addition to the importance for mechanistic study, the model
ion-molecule reactions have potential applications in the
chemical vaporization decomposition or astrophysical chemistry.
On one hand, theseσ-bonded species are important environ-
mental or minute gases. Under combustion condition, the
SiCN+/SiNC+ ions can be effectively destructed by HX
(especially those with an electron lone pair) forming new Si-X
bonded ions. Moreover, the reactions can dominantly generate
HCN, which is an important reagent in the film preparation.
On the other hand, the fact that the SiCN+/SiNC+ + HX (X )
NH2, OH, and F) reactions have no or minute barriers makes
these ion-molecule processes very promising in space, where
the environmental temperature is usually very low (10-100 K).
These reactions can effectively produce new ionized species
with Si-N, Si-O, and Si-F bonds.

4. Conclusions

Detailed theoretical investigations have been performed for
the reactions of SiCN+/SiNC+ with five σ-bonded molecules
H2, CH4, HF, H2O, and NH3 for the purpose of unraveling the
ion-molecule mechanism of the [Si,C,N]+ ion that contains
all heavy atoms. The results can be summarized as follows:

(1) Initially, both the SiCN+/SiNC+ + HX reactions can take
the effective nucleophilic attack (except for X) H) at the
positive Si-site via the donor-acceptor interaction, forming the
ion-molecule adducts HX...SiCN+/HX...SiNC+. Subsequently,
the adducts can lead to the productsP1 SiX+ + HCN (major)
andP2 SiX+ + HNC (minor) via the 1,4- or 1,3-H-shift. The

overall SiCN+/SiNC+ + HX reactions have “nucleophilic
substitution” as their major pathway.

(2) The silylene insertion cannot compete with the 1,4- and
1,3-H-shift steps. The significantly lowered insertion ability of
SiCN+/SiNC+ as compared to the analogous CCN+/CNC+ can
be explained by the fact that the former ions have much larger
singlet-triplet energy gaps than the latter.

The calculated results presented here are useful for gaining
insight into the reactive [Si,C,N]+ chemistry which could be
related to the combustion and interstellar processes. Future
laboratory investigations on the [Si,C,N]+ chemistry are strongly
desirable.
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